The techniques dedicated for the estimation of detect ability of gas cavity in industrial Computed Tomography was introduced in this paper. This paper represents the principle and recent approach of disc phantom method, and experiments were carried out using this method, then the approximate formula was generalized after theory analyses. At last, the result shows that the method is useful for the estimation of detect ability of gas cavity in industrial Computed Tomography image.
1、 Introduction
The spatial resolution and density resolution of the CT scanner images is nowadays calculated using MTF (Modulation transfer function) method and CDF (contrast determination function) method. But we can't achieve the capability to measure the defect's size from the MTF and CDF curves. In the practical method, the capability is calculated by measuring the CT image of phantom (pinhole), which is made by same materials to the products, while the strong disadvantage is that it is difficult to make the pinhole phantom, the laser and electric spark method were usually adopted to make the pinhole. This paper represents the principle and recent approach of disc phantom method, and experiments were carried out using this method, then the approximate formula was generalized after theory analyses. It's simple and fast to estimate the detect ability of gas cavity using disc phantom in Industrial Computed Tomography.
2、Theoretical derivation
For a test object with defect, the X-ray intensity through the test object reaches the detector as shown in Figure 1 . A radiation detector is used to measure the transmission of the X-rays through the object along the different ray paths, and the X-ray intensity reaches the detector is given by the following expression:
Where: I 0 is the intensity of the unattenuated radiation in watt per steradian; I 1 is the intensity of the transmitted flux after it has traversed a layer of material of thickness x; D is the thickness of the detected materials; d1 is the thickness of the defect; µ 1 µ 2 is the liner attenuation coefficient of the test object and defect. If the defect is gas hole with small size (D>>d1, µ1>>µ2); equation (2) must be rewritten to the following expression:
The X-ray intensity (I 2 ) of the transmitted flux after it has traversed a layer of material of thickness with no defect can be expressed in the following equation: A radiation detector is used to measure the transmission of the X-rays through the object along the different ray paths, and the relation of intensity reached to detector and I 0 is approximately linearity during this experiment. Convolution back-projection algorithm was widely adopted in CT image reconstruction algorithm, in this algorithm, the date-processing is also linearity. So the equation 4 can be expressed in the following equation approximately:
ΔCT is the change of CT value caused by defect;
CT2
is the CT value of disc object; µ 1 is the liner attenuation coefficient of the disc object ; d1 is the size of gas hole defect. In practice, detection is not based solely on threshold criteria. Human beings use visual integration when detecting features and even computer detection processes are likely to use pattern recognition techniques. Thus, detection criteria should be based on the observations of human beings. Several investigators have reported that the effective contrast, (∆µ)e, which human beings can detect with a 50 % probability of success, depends on the image noise, σ, and the object diameter, d1, according to the following relationship:
is human beings can detect with a 50 % probability of success; C is a constant, 2≤ c ≤5; σ is image noise. Normally ∆p<d, so the equation (6) can be simplified as: the possibility of defect can be detect by human eyes is 95.5% whenΔCT>2σ , and the possibility of defect can be detect by human eyes is 99.7% whenΔCT>3σ .
In conclusion, the diameter d1 is the limit size that human eyes can be detect during CT scanning, at the condition of Where: σ is the standard error of disc phantom CT image; CT 2 is the mean CT value of disc phantom CT image; µ2 is the line attenuation coefficient at the effect energy. So we can estimate the detect ability of gas cavity in industrial Computed Tomography image under certain scan parameter according to the line attenuation coefficient (table 1) . CT scanner: ACTIS 300 industrial CT system; Disc phantom: titanium alloy column (diameter 32mm), stainless steel alloy column (diameter 32mm), The field of calculation is 20×20mm, and the result of limit size of defect that the ICT system can detect is d1. So the test result is:
The mean CT value is 1765.46; the standard error is 38.18, and the limit size d1 is 0.14mm. The field of calculation is 20×20mm, and the result of limit size of defect that the ICT system can detect is d1. So the test result is:
The mean CT value is 2780.03; the standard error is 134.37, and the limit size d1 is 0.18mm. In the test result of experiments, we can conclude that the limit size of defect estimated by equation 7 is close to the actual situation, and the error is mainly caused by the following reason:
(1) The field size we choose will have an influence on the test result, the lager field size we choose will produce better test result, but the beam harden artifact will also influence the result if we field size excess certain extant.
(2) The simplified equation will make the result larger than the actual size.
(3) The organization of the materials will produce error on the result.
5、Conclusion
In this paper, the techniques dedicated for the estimation of detect ability of gas cavity in industrial Computed Tomography was introduced. And experiments were carried out using this method, and then the approximate formula was generalized after theory analyses. At last, the result shows that the method is useful for the estimation of detect ability of gas cavity in industrial Computed Tomography image. It's proved simple and fast to estimate the detect ability of gas cavity using disc phantom in Industrial Computed Tomography. And the research of this technique should be carried out to decrease the error.
